For more than a decade, Stanley Prusiner at the University of California in San Francisco (UCSF) refused to talk to reporters. No matter that he was one of the nation's leading authorities on bizarre neurological diseases such as so-called 'mad cow disease'. No matter that he had boldly claimed that a protein particle devoid of any genetic material could be an infectious agent, which he named a 'prion'. Can you blame someone for deciding that reporters are more trouble than they're worthparticularly if that someone was the subject of a 1986 profile in Discover magazine titled, "The Game of the Name is Fame. But is it Science?" But Prusiner couldn't maintain his silence after the Nobel committee named him the sole winner of the 1997 prize for Physiology or Medicine on 6 October. The science press descended on the 55-year-old neurologist as he attended a Food and Drug Administration committee meeting outside Washington DC.
Even in the glow of instant world fame, though, Prusiner couldn't escape his doubters. "There are still people who don't believe that a protein can cause diseases," said Lars Edstroem, a member of the Nobel Committee. "But we believe it." The controversial nature of the award was at least touched on in most news accounts of the award (indeed, it was noted in the Nobel press release). But some reporters were more doubtful than others.
The New York Times spent a great deal of time airing the views of Prusiner's detractors. It quoted Laura Manuelidis at Yale, for one, sticking firm to her belief that a virus was responsible for diseases attributed to prions. In a second New York Times story, questioning the value of Nobels, she added "That's the problem with Nobel Prizes. If people feel everything is decided, you can't possibly risk going against the grain."
The Independent (UK) noted that the Nobel committee usually waits years or even decades before bestowing its awards. Even James Watson and Francis Crick had to wait nine years to receive the honor for their discovery of the structure of DNA. "By contrast, Prusiner's theory has many outright opponents," the Independent stated. Most British papers gave the story much less play than the American press -the Guardian, for instance, picked up just two paragraphs of an AP dispatch from Stockholm. And the Times' short story hewed close to the Nobel Committee's press release, mentioning only in the last paragraph that "some experts still doubt that prions . . . could by themselves mount such disabling attacks on brain tissue."
Even in the glow of fame, Prusiner couldn't escape his doubters
Those skeptics got less play in other reports, as well. Prusiner received a particularly warm reception in his local paper, the San Francisco Chronicle. Science Editor David Perlman declared: "For more than a decade many other scientists have believed that Prusiner was following a false trail, and that disease-causing prions could not exist. The Nobel prize proved them wrong." An editorial in the San Francisco Chronicle called Prusiner "A Mozart of Science," and commended him for "sticking to his revolutionary research despite the scoffing of some lesser scientific minds." The other paper in San Francisco, the Examiner, wasn't quite so generous. It picked up a quote from a July 1996 Science magazine article that referred to the prion hypothesis as "the cold fusion of infectious disease." But Prusiner's friends were also out in force on Nobel day. "It's terrific," David Baltimore at MIT told the Washington Post. "It's a very, very well deserved prize," added Zach Hall, whose National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke has granted Prusiner more than $50 million over the years.
Daniel Perl at Mount Sinai in New York told the Los Angeles Times that the prize was Prusiner's "final vindication." Prusiner himself spoke of vindication in early interviews with reporters, but took another tack as the day wore on. Prizes don't vindicate, he told one reporter, data do. And in numerous interviews, he spoke of the hard work involved in accumulating that data. "You have to be forceful, you have to be aggressive, you have to be pushy," Prusiner told the Los Angeles Times. "Nobody does well in science unless he has those traits. I don't know any scientists who don't push, and some push harder than others."
Prusiner even commented on the criticism directed at him over the years. "Sometimes people personalized all this, which was very immature," he told the Boston Globe. "But scientists are human beings, no different from politicians. There are nice ones and difficult ones; some are dishonest, some are wonderful and others are not so wonderful."
During my brief interview with him, Prusiner was not feeling so kindly toward reporters. He told me, "I feel like Diana." Asked why, he replied "I've talked to so many people in the press in one day now. You probably shouldn't air that. It won't make you look good." Prusiner apparently didn't care how it made him look -he had just proven that a scientist needn't cater to the press to garner fortune and fame in science.
And, as San Francisco Chronicle humorist Steve Rubenstein pointed out, Prusiner gained more than just fame and fortune. The University of California gives its Nobel Laureates free parking.
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